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Abstract

Giant planets exhibit diverse orbital properties, hinting at their distinct formation and dynamic histories. In this
paper, using Gaia Data Release 3 (DR3), we investigate if and how the orbital properties of Jupiters are linked to
their host star properties, particularly their metallicity and age. We obtain metallicities for main-sequence stars of
spectral type F, G, and K, hosting hot, warm, and cold Jupiters with varying eccentricities. We compute the
velocity dispersions of the host stars of these three groups using kinematic information from Gaia DR3 and obtain
average ages using a velocity dispersion–age relation. We find that the host stars of hot Jupiters are relatively metal
rich ([Fe/H]= 0.18± 0.13) and young (median age of 3.97± 0.51 Gyr) compared to the host stars of cold Jupiters
in nearly circular orbits, which are relatively metal poor (0.03± 0.18) and older (median age of 6.07± 0.79 Gyr).
The host stars of cold Jupiters in high-eccentricity orbits, on the other hand, show metallicities similar to those of
the hosts of hot Jupiters, but are older, on average (median age of 6.25± 0.92 Gyr). The similarity in metallicity
between the hosts of hot Jupiters and the hosts of cold Jupiters in high-eccentricity orbits supports high-eccentricity
migration as the potential origin of hot Jupiters, with the latter serving as the progenitors of hot Jupiters. However,
the average age difference between them suggests that the older hot Jupiters may have been engulfed by their host
star over timescales∼ 6 Gyr. This allows us to estimate the value of stellar tidal quality factor, ~¢ 

*
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Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Gaia (2360); hot Jupiters (753); Metallicity (1031); Exoplanet migration
(2205); Tidal interaction (1699)

1. Introduction

Outside our solar system, more than 5000 planets have been
detected and the number increases every day. The properties of
the discovered exoplanets are often very different from those of
the solar system planets. For example, many of the first
detected exoplanets were hot Jupiter (HJs), i.e., giant planets
with an orbital period shorter than 10 days (e.g., Mayor &
Queloz 1995; Butler et al. 1997).

Planet properties, though seemingly diverse and different,
are found to be tightly correlated with their host-star properties
(e.g., Mulders 2018; Narang et al. 2018; Petigura et al. 2018;
Hsu et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2020; Gaudi et al. 2021; Zhu &
Dong 2021). For example, stellar spectral type and stellar mass,
and accompanying planet mass and size, are found to be
correlated (e.g., Howard et al. 2010, 2012; Fressin et al. 2013;
Dressing & Charbonneau 2015; Mulders et al. 2015; Hard-
egree-Ullman et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2020). Another robust
correlation exists between host-star metallicity and planet mass
(e.g., Gonzalez 1997; Santos et al. 2003, 2006, 2017; Fischer &
Valenti 2005; Udry & Santos 2007; Reffert et al. 2015; Narang
et al. 2018). The occurrence rate of giant planets increases with
host-star metallicity, and on average Jupiter-hosting stars are
likely to be of supersolar metallicity ([Fe/H]∼ 0.18± 0.05;
e.g., Mulders 2018; Narang et al. 2018; Petigura et al. 2018).

However, many of these results are derived from the Kepler
sample, which is complete for planets with orbital periods� 1
yr (e.g., Narang et al. 2018; Petigura et al. 2018). Occurrence
rate studies with Kepler data reveal that although short-period
Jupiters are easier to detect, they are much rarer than small
planets with similar orbital periods (e.g., Mulders 2018;
Petigura et al. 2018; Hsu et al. 2019; Gaudi et al. 2021).
Recently many more warm Jupiters (WJs) have been detected
with the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (e.g., Eberhardt
et al. 2023; Lubin et al. 2023), and long-period Jupiters have
been discovered with radial velocities (RVs) of higher
precision. Occurrence rate studies with combined data of
transit and RV surveys show that the giant planet occurrence
rate increases beyond 1 au and peaks around an orbital
distance∼3 au (e.g., Fernandes et al. 2019; Fulton et al.
2021; Kunimoto & Bryson 2021; Wolthoff et al. 2022). The
most well-studied gas-giant, Jupiter in the solar system, is
located at a distance of 5.2 au from the Sun and orbits a star
with a relatively lower metallicity ([Fe/H]= 0) than HJ hosts
([Fe/H]≈ 0.18 dex; Mulders 2018; Narang et al. 2018;
Petigura et al. 2018). Very long-period Jupiters, observed
through the direct-imaging method, are found to show no
particular preference toward host-star metallicity, and the
average metallicity is around solar to subsolar (e.g., Swastik
et al. 2021). Several high-resolution RV surveys report that the
average metallicity of long-period Jupiter hosts is close to the
solar value (e.g., Fulton et al. 2021; Wolthoff et al. 2022).
However, not all long-period Jupiters are Jupiter analogs. A
large fraction of the long-period Jupiters detected through RV
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observations have large orbital eccentricity (Zakamska et al.
2011; Bitsch et al. 2020; Rosenthal et al. 2024), unlike the solar
system’s Jupiter. On the other hand, the orbits of short-period
Jupiters are predominantly circular (e.g., Jackson et al. 2023).
Do these orbital diversities of Jupiters hint at different
formation and evolution scenarios? A strong connection
between the orbital architecture of planets and host-star
properties could provide clues to the formation history.
Therefore, it is only natural to ask, how do the host-star
properties correlate with the orbital properties (orbital period
and eccentricity) of the giant planets?

Buchhave et al. (2018) and Maldonado et al. (2018) have
attempted to answer this question; however, they arrive at
slightly different conclusions. Maldonado et al. (2018), with
metallicities measured from high-resolution spectra for a
sample of 88 host stars of giant planets, found that HJ hosts
are relatively more metal rich than the hosts of cold Jupiters
(CJs). Maldonado et al. (2018) also showed that the host stars
of CJs are relatively richer in the α elements than HJs. They
argued that their results suggest a different formation mech-
anism for HJs and CJs. On the other hand, Buchhave et al.
(2018) performed their analysis with 65 Jupiter hosts, and
showed that the hosts of both HJs and CJs with high orbital
eccentricity have supersolar metallicity and likely come from
the same population; the host stars of low-eccentricity CJs have
solar or subsolar metallicity, and belong to a different
population. Some independent high-resolution spectroscopic
surveys also indicate both of Jupiter hosts and high-eccentric
planet hosts are metal-rich and have low X/Fe (e.g., Biazzo
et al. 2022).

The simple existence of the host-star metallicity–orbital
period correlation has deep implications for the formation
pathways of Jupiters. It is still unclear how Jupiters are formed
at different orbital locations (e.g., Dawson & Johnson 2018).
The increase of the giant planet occurrence rate with host-star
metallicity is best explained by core-accretion theory (e.g.,
Bodenheimer & Pollack 1986; Pollack et al. 1996; Ikoma et al.
2001; Mordasini et al. 2008; D’Angelo & Lissauer 2018).
According to this theory, a solid core of a critical mass forms
first (∼10 M⊕ at 5 au under minimum mass solar nebula
conditions; see also, e.g., Piso & Youdin 2014; Piso et al.
2015), which then accretes gas from the disk to form a Jupiter-
like planet. However, in all protoplanetary disks, the available
solid mass at a given radius (r) increases with r (e.g., Powell
et al. 2019; Armitage 2020). The sticking efficiency of grains
also increases beyond the snow line (Okuzumi et al. 2012;
Armitage 2020). Simulations show the efficiency of forming
such massive cores is highest beyond the snow line of the disk,
i.e., at 2–5 au from a Sun-like star (e.g., Mordasini et al. 2012).
To complete this process within the disk dispersal timescale, a
metal-rich disk is necessary (e.g., Ida & Lin 2005; Kornet et al.
2005; Wyatt et al. 2007; Boss 2010; Mordasini et al. 2012).
Since the star and the circumstellar disk form from the same
interstellar cloud material, we do expect more giant planets in
metal-rich systems. However, even in metal-rich systems, the
formation mechanisms of HJs and WJs are still not clearly
understood. Two major theories, widely discussed in the
literature for the formation of close-in giant planets, are:

(1) In-situ formation. A good fraction of the detected giant
planets have an orbital period� 1 yr. These planets are
called HJs and WJs (the rest of them, with orbital
periods> 1 yr are called CJs). In in-situ formation theory,

HJs and WJs form at their present locations (e.g., Lee
et al. 2014; Lee & Chiang 2017). Solid grains coagulate
to form a massive core in the inner disk. If the core mass
crosses a certain threshold value (typically ∼10 M⊕), it
can accrete gas very rapidly (e.g., Piso & Youdin 2014;
Piso et al. 2015). The main challenge for this mechanism
is the lack of available solid mass at the inner disk, under
standard disk conditions. However, an enhanced radial
drift of pebbles can provide an additional large fraction of
mass (Johansen & Lambrechts 2017). Since stellar
metallicity traces the total available solid mass of the
disk, this mechanism can only be active in extremely
metal-rich systems (Dawson & Johnson 2018). Maldonado
et al. (2018) found HJ hosts to be significantly more
metal rich than CJ hosts and argued in favor of the in-situ
formation of HJs. If in-situ formation indeed is the
dominant channel of formation, then we expect to find a
gradual decrease in the metallicity of host stars with the
orbital period of the Jupiter they host, irrespective of their
orbital eccentricity.

(2) Migration. Jupiters are formed beyond the snow line, and
then they eventually migrate inward. Two possible
migration channels are:

(2.1) Disk migration. In this scenario, the Jupiters forming
in the outer disk interact with the gas disk and migrate
inwards, exchanging angular momentum and dissipat-
ing energy (e.g., Goldreich & Tremaine 1980; Lin &
Papaloizou 1986; D’Angelo et al. 2003; Baruteau
et al. 2014). The final location of the planet is likely
decided by mass loss, tidal interactions, the inner disk
edge location, and many other factors (Chang et al.
2010). However, in this migration scenario, there is no
clear host-star metallicity dependence (e.g., Armitage
2020), and planets undergoing disk migration do not
get excited to highly eccentric orbits (Duffell &
Chiang 2015). If disk migration plays a dominant role
in forming close-in Jupiters, we expect the Jupiters to
be in circular to low-eccentricity orbits, with a
uniform distribution of host-star metallicity regardless
of the Jupiter’s orbital period (e.g., Goldreich &
Sari 2003; Duffell & Chiang 2015).

(2.2) High-eccentricity tidal migration. In this scenario, a
fraction of CJs is excited to some highly eccentric
orbits, either by planet–planet scattering (e.g., Chatterjee
et al. 2008), by Kozai–Lidov cycles between planets
(e.g., Kozai 1962; Lidov 1962), by secular interactions
(e.g., Petrovich 2015; Hamers et al. 2017), or by inter-
acting with external bodies (e.g., stellar flybys; e.g.,
Shara et al. 2016; Xiang-Gruess 2016), and then tidally
circularize to a smaller orbit to become an HJ. The first
three mechanisms are preferable in metal-rich systems
where multiple giant planets are expected to form (e.g.,
Bitsch et al. 2015; Buchhave et al. 2018). Buchhave
et al. (2018) found eccentric CJ hosts to have similar
metallicities as HJ hosts, which supported this mech-
anism of formation.

Host-star metallicity can help distinguish between these
formation mechanisms and hence investigating the host-star
metallicity–orbital period correlation is vital for improving our
understanding of giant planet formation. Although Buchhave
et al. (2018) and Maldonado et al. (2018) have investigated this
correlation, their sample sizes were small, and the host-star
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metallicities were derived from different surveys and techni-
ques and therefore were not homogeneous. In addition, as
discussed earlier, they arrive at somewhat contradictory
conclusions. Maldonado et al. (2018) arguing in favor of in-
situ formation and Buchhave et al. (2018) finding support for
high-eccentricity tidal migration. We revisit this problem with a
significantly larger sample and homogeneous set of host-star
metallicities derived from Gaia DR3. Metallicities derived from
different observations and different instruments tend to suffer
from offsets. Therefore, when making comparisons it is
important to have a homogeneously measured sample of
metallicities. In this paper, we have used metallicities of planet
hosts uniformly determined with the Gaia Radial Velocity
Spectrograph (RVS). The wavelength range covered by RVS is
846–870 nm, with medium resolving power R= λ/Δλ
∼ 11,500 (Cropper et al. 2018). Following the GSP-Spec
module (Recio-Blanco et al. 2016), the chemo-physical
parameters of nearly 5.6 million stars of our Galaxy have
been derived from these spectra and reported in Gaia Data
Release 3 (DR3; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2023; Recio-
Blanco et al. 2023; Babusiaux et al. 2023). This sample of stars
with homogeneously determined metallicities includes many
planet hosts and allows us to compare the host-star metallicity
of different planet samples.

Stellar metallicity and stellar age are found to be correlated
(e.g., Carlberg et al. 1985; Meusinger 1991; Nordström et al.
2004). As the interstellar medium (ISM) eventually gets
enriched in metals, younger stars tend to be born metal rich.
Several works have argued that Jupiter hosts, in addition to
being metal rich, are also younger than field stars and smaller-
planet hosts (e.g., Swastik et al. 2021; Mustill et al. 2022; Unni
et al. 2022; M. Narang et al. 2024, under review). There have
been suggestions that Jupiters can only be formed only after a
threshold chemical enrichment of the ISM has taken place (e.g.,
Mordasini et al. 2012; Narang 2022; M. Narang et al. 2024,
under review). It has been also argued in the literature that HJ
hosts seem younger because older HJs are getting destroyed by
stellar tides (e.g., Hamer & Schlaufman 2019; Chen et al. 2023;
Miyazaki & Masuda 2023). Therefore, it is an interesting
exercise to compare the average metallicity and age of host
stars of Jupiters in various orbital distances and eccentricities.
Gaia DR3 also provides parallax (π), proper motion in R.A.
and decl. (pmRA and pmDE, respectively), and RV informa-
tion of the stars. Using these measured quantities, the velocity
dispersion for a group of stars can be obtained, which is a
proxy for age (e.g., Binney et al. 2000; Aumer & Binney 2009;
see Section 6).

In Section 2 we describe our sample and the selection
criteria. Calibration of Gaia metallicities and comparison with
metallicities derived from other surveys (e.g., GALAH and
LAMOST) are discussed in Section 3. We present our results
and discuss their statistical significance in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively. We discuss the plausible physical origins of the
observed results in Section 7, and finally we summarize in
Section 8.

2. Sample Selection

Our analysis requires a sample of main-sequence stars that
host giant planets at various orbital distances, with (1) stellar
metallicity ([Fe/H]) homogeneously determined and (2) RV,
parallax, and proper motion measured with acceptable accur-
acy. Gaia DR3 provides a homogeneous data set for both. From

the planetary systems composite table in the NASA exoplanet
archive (Akeson et al. 2013; NASA Exoplanet Science
Institute 2020), we selected confirmed planets (controver-
sial flag = 0) with measured orbital period (Orbital
period = not null) on 11th December 2022. This gives us
4871 detected planets around 3612 host stars. We crossmatched
the positions of these planet hosts with Gaia DR3 sources (I/
355/gaiadr36) and astrophysical parameters catalogs (I/355/
paramp7) simultaneously, using a search radius of 1″. Using the
distances measured by Gaia parallaxes (Bailer–Jones et 2021;
Gaia Collaboration et al. 2023), with parallax/parallax
error> 10, we only keep sources within 250 pc, with robust
measurements of their distances. We want to keep only the
main-sequence host stars in our sample. Pecaut & Mamajek
(2013) have provided an online table8 for standard main-
sequence stars, which is updated with new photometric
observations (the last update was on 2022 April 16). In this
table, dereddened colors and absolute G-band magnitudes of
the standard stars of different spectral types from Gaia Data
Release 2 (DR2) are given. Following Narang (2022), we
performed a second-order polynomial fit between Gaia DR2
BP/RP colors and Gaia DR2 G-band magnitude, restricting
ourselves between F4 and M4 spectral types. The best-fit
solution is shown in Equation (1) (also see Narang 2022). It has
been verified by Narang (2022) that the median difference
between the values of MG, GBP, and GRP derived from Gaia
DR2 and Gaia DR3 are 0.01, 0.02, and 0.01, respectively.
Therefore, the following equation holds for Gaia DR3 within
�3%:

( )
( ) ( )

= - ´ - +
´ - +

M G G
G G

0.43 4.72
1.00. 1

G BP RP
2

BP RP

Gaia DR3 provides apparent magnitude (mG), observed color
index (( )-G GBP RP obs), distances (d), the G-band extinction
coefficient (AG), and color excess values (E(BP− RP)) for all
these sources. We note that 99% of the planet host stars in our
sample within 250 pc have an (AG) value <0.5, and an E
(BP−RP) value <0.3. To find the absolute magnitude and
intrinsic color, we use the following equations:

( ) ( )= - - -M m d A5 log 1 , 2G G G10

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )- = - - -G G G G E BP RP . 3BP RP BP RP obs

We select stars within ±1.5 mag of the expected value of MG

for a given GBP−GRP, following Equation (1). In Figure 1 all
the planet-hosting stars within 250 pc are shown as blue points.
The black solid line represents Equation (1), and the two
dashed lines are ±1.5 mag of the expected MG value for a
given GBP−GRP. Therefore the stars within the two dashed
lines are main-sequence stars and are plotted as red points. We
find 610 main-sequence stars hosting 816 planets from this
sample.
Gaia has observed all of these main-sequence, planet-hosting

stars, but metallicities derived from RVS data are available for
only a subset of them. In addition, the quality of the RVS data
is not the same for all of them within this subset. To select only
the best-quality data products in [Fe/H], we follow Recio-

6 https://vizier.cds.unistra.fr/viz-bin/VizieR-3?-source=I/355/gaiadr3
7 https://vizier.cds.unistra.fr/viz-bin/VizieR-3?-source=I/355/paramp
8 https://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_UBVIJHK_
colors_Teff.txt
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Blanco et al. (2023) and set the first 13 values of the quality
flag chain to zero (see Appendix C of Recio-Blanco et al.
2023). We find 380 main-sequence stars among the 610 to have
[Fe/H] values measured with the highest quality. These 380
stars host 519 planets in total.

In this work, we are primarily interested in Jupiters, and their
host stars. We define Jupiters as planets with mass (M isin or
M) in between 100 M⊕ and 1200 M⊕. From our sample, we
restrict ourselves only to planets with a mass measured with 3σ
accuracy (M/σM� 3), and orbital period measured with 7σ
accuracy (P/σP� 7); we end up having 239 Jupiters, around
209 host stars. There are 26 systems with multiple Jupiters.

3. Calibration of Gaia Data Release 3 Metallicities

Gaia DR3 has provided the values of T g, logeff , [M/H], and
[Fe/H] derived from RVS spectra using GSP-Spec Matisse-
Gauguin (Recio-Blanco et al. 2023). However, this method
consistently finds lower surface gravity ( glog ) values for all the
stars, and there is an overall offset compared to the literature.
Therefore, a correction needs to be added to recover the true
values of glog . In addition, there is a weak dependence of
metallicity values on glog . Hence, applying a global correction
to the [M/H], [Fe/H], and [α/H] values, by adding a
polynomial of uncalibrated glog , is suggested by Recio-Blanco
et al. (2023). Following the same, we perform the following
correction:

[ ] [ ] ( )å= + ¢p gFe H Fe H log .n
n

calibrated uncalibrated

The values for ¢pn are taken from Recio-Blanco et al. (2023).
After making these corrections to the [Fe/H] values from

Gaia DR3 we compare the calibrated metallicities to their
corresponding values in GALAH DR3 (e.g., Buder et al. 2021)
and LAMOST Data Release 7 (DR7; e,g., Wang et al. 2020).
For this comparison, we select all the main-sequence stars
within 250 pc from Gaia DR3 (See Section 2), with best-quality
RVS data (first 13 entries of the quality flag chain is zero; see
Recio-Blanco et al. 2023) and crossmatch them with GALAH
DR3 and LAMOST DR7 sources within a 1″ search radius
around each of the Gaia DR3 sources. To get the best-quality
data products of GALAH DR3, we follow the standard practice

and use the recommended flag settings from the
GALAH_DR3_main_allstar_v2.fits catalog: (1) snr_c3_
iraf> 30 and (2) flag_sp = 0 and flag_fe_h = 09).
Between the Gaia and GALAH best-quality data, we find 2593
main-sequence sources within 250 pc. Similarly, for the best-
quality data products from LAMOST, we set the [Fe/H]
error< 0.3 dex, and two quality flags for the R- and B-band
spectral data, bad_b and bad_r, respectively, to zero10. We find
10,505 main-sequence stars common to Gaia DR3 and
LAMOST DR7 within 250 pc.
Figure 2 compares the calibrated [Fe/H] values from Gaia

DR3 to those from GALAH and LAMOST for main-sequence
stars within 250 pc. The data can be fitted with a straight line
with a slope close to one, indicating that the calibrated stellar
metallicity values from Gaia DR3 are consistent with the
GALAH and LAMOST values. The median [Fe/H] difference

Figure 1. Gaia DR3 color–magnitude diagram of planet-hosting stars in the
solar neighborhood. All stars within 250 pc with detected planets are shown as
blue points. Red points indicate main-sequence stars. The black solid line
represents Equation (1), and the dashed lines represent ±1.5 mag of the
expected MG value for a given GBP − GRP.

Figure 2. Comparison of the calibrated Gaia [Fe/H] with (a) GALAH and (b)
LAMOST metallicities. The blue points represent the [Fe/H] values of stars
common to each pair of instruments. The black solid line is a fitted straight line.
The median of the difference (MED) of [Fe/H] values between (a) Gaia and
GALAH and (b) Gaia and LAMOST, i.e., the median of (y − x) coordinates of
the blue points is shown. The median absolute deviation (MAD) of [Fe/H]
differences is also shown.

9 https://www.galah-survey.org/dr3/using_the_data/#recommended-flag-
values
10 https://dr7.lamost.org/v2.0/doc/mr-data-production-description
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between two instruments, i.e., the offset, is small for both cases,
0.02 between Gaia DR3 and GALAH DR3 and −0.08 between
Gaia DR3 and LAMOST DR7.

4. Host-star Metallicity–Orbital Period Connection for
Jupiters

As mentioned in Section 2, we have 239 Jupiters around 209
main-sequence stars in our final sample. The metallicities
([Fe/H]) of all these stars are calibrated following the procedure
described in Section 3. These 239 Jupiters are located at various
orbital distances from their host stars. Based on their orbital
periods (P), these Jupiters can be subdivided into three
categories: hot, warm, and cold. We define (a) HJs as Jupiters
with an orbital period (P) shorter than 10 days, (b) WJs with 10
days< P< 365 days, and (c) CJs as P> 365 days. In our
sample, we have 59 HJs, 68 WJs, and 112 CJs. We investigated
whether the host-star metallicities ([Fe/H]) of these three groups
show any similarities or differences. In Figure 3(a) we show
histograms of [Fe/H] distributions for HJ, WJ, and CJ hosts. We
have fitted each normalized histogram with a kernel density
estimate (KDE) and those are shown as black curves. The
vertical black lines represent the medians of these distributions.
Inspection of these distributions reveals that the [Fe/H]
distributions of the WJ and CJ hosts are similar, but that of
the HJ hosts is different (see Figure 3(a)). WJ and CJ hosts have
a low-metallicity tail, which is absent in the case of HJ hosts.

The metallicity distribution of HJ hosts is flatter and has a
smaller spread. The medians of the WJ and CJ hosts are very
close to each other, but the median [Fe/H] of the HJ hosts is
higher.
In Figure 3(b) the metallicity distributions of HJ, WJ, and CJ

hosts are shown as violin plots. As can be seen, the HJ hosts are
relatively metal rich while the WJ and CJ hosts, on the other
hand, have low-metallicity tails and have similar median
metallicities.
In Figure 3(c) we have shown the cumulative distributions of

[Fe/H] of the three types of Jupiter hosts. The cumulative
distributions also show the HJ hosts are distinctly more metal
rich than the WJ and CJ hosts. As one can see from Figure 3(c),
∼40% of the WJ and CJ hosts have subsolar metallicity
([Fe/H]< 0) while that is true for only ∼20% of the HJ hosts.
To characterize these distributions quantitatively, we computed
and compared the following quantities: median as a measure of
the central tendency, MAD as a measure of the dispersion,
kurtosis to characterize the flatness of the distribution, and
skewness to characterize any asymmetry and longer tails
compared to a normal distribution toward a particular direction.
For all the groups within our sample, these quantities are
computed and summarized in Table 1.
We find that, if we only divide Jupiters into these three

bins based on orbital period, HJ hosts seem to be more
relatively metal rich than WJ and CJ hosts (similar to what has
been reported in the literature by e.g., Narang et al. 2018;

Figure 3. [Fe/H] distributions for HJs, WJs, and CJs. (a) Colored histograms and KDEs, which show HJs are relatively metal rich compared to WJs and CJs. Any
difference between WJs and CJs in terms of host-star metallicity is not apparent. The black vertical lines denote the median [Fe/H]. (b) Violin plots showing the
distribution of [Fe/H] for HJ, WJ, and CJ hosts (c) Cumulative distributions of [Fe/H] for HJ, WJ, and CJ hosts. The plots clearly show HJ hosts are distinctly
metal rich.
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Petigura et al. 2018). The median metallicities (vertical black
lines in Figure 3(a)) of WJ and CJ hosts are similar to each
other, and lower than those of HJ hosts (see Table 1). We also
see that the metallicity distributions of the HJ hosts are flatter
and have a smaller spread about a high-metallicity value (0.18
dex). The spread is also almost symmetric about the median.
This is reflected in the small values of kurtosis and skewness
(See Table 1). However, in the case of the WJ and CJ hosts, the
distributions have low-metallicity tails, and they are asym-
metric about the median. This is reflected in positive kurtosis
and negative skewness scores as shown in Table 1.

However, in addition to their orbital periods, these Jupiters
also show diversity in orbital eccentricity. Many independent
works on planetary dynamics suggest eccentricity (e) is a tracer
of the dynamic history of planets (e.g., Rasio & Ford 1996;
Chatterjee et al. 2008; Ford & Rasio 2008; Ghosh &
Chatterjee 2023). Typically, planets gain a large eccentricity
either by interacting with each other (e.g., Kozai 1962;
Chatterjee et al. 2008) or with an external body (Muñoz
et al. 2016; Shara et al. 2016). In the first scenario, metal-rich
disks are preferred, while in the latter no such dependence on
metallicity is expected (e.g., Shara et al. 2016; Dawson &
Johnson 2018). Therefore, it is interesting to investigate if host-
star metallicity is also correlated with the eccentricity of
accompanying planets. With this in mind, we further
subdivided the HJs, WJs, and CJs into two bins with high
and low orbital eccentricity. We chose e= 0.2 as the dividing
criterion between the two bins. Hereafter, we will call the
Jupiters with e< 0.2 as the ones in “circular” orbits, and those
with e> 0.2 as planets in “eccentric” orbits. We find 56 CJs in
“eccentric” orbits, and 56 CJs in “circular” orbits; hereafter we
will call them CJs in eccentric orbits (CEJs) and CJs in circular
orbits (CCJs). WJs also show a smaller but significant variation
in eccentricity. We find 33 WJs in eccentric orbits and 35 WJs
in circular orbits. On the other hand, most of the HJs are in
circular orbits. We find only two HJs in eccentric orbits.

In Figure 4 host-star [Fe/H] distributions for the low- and
high-eccentricity subgroups of WJs and CJs are shown as
violin plots. We do not show the eccentric subgroups of HJ,
because only two HJs have high eccentricities in our sample.
The color palette is the same as in Figure 3. The low-
eccentricity, or “circular,” subgroup is shown on the left and
the eccentric subgroup is shown on the right. We find that the
difference of median host-star [Fe/H] between the eccentric
and circular subgroups is greater than 0.1 dex, but only for CJs.

Therefore, for the rest of the paper, we treat CEJs and CCJs
as two separate groups but combine the eccentric and circular
subgroups for HJs and WJs.
In Figure 5 we have shown the [Fe/H] distributions of CEJ

and CCJ hosts along with HJ hosts. Figure 5(a) shows the three
histograms and KDEs, and the vertical line corresponds to the
median of each. Figure 5(b) is a violin plot of the three
distributions. It is evident from the figure that the host stars of
HJs and CEJs are more metal rich than CCJ hosts. We find that
CEJs and CCJs have different distributions of [Fe/H], with
CEJs being relatively more metal rich on average (median
[Fe/H]= 0.15). The average host-star metallicity of the CCSs,
however, is close to the solar value (median [Fe/H]= 0.03; see
Table 1). The distribution of [Fe/H] also seems to be flatter in
the case of CCJs. We note that with a larger sample and
homogeneous data set our result qualitatively follows the
findings of Buchhave et al. (2018).
Comparing the [Fe/H] distributions of the HJs, WJs, CEJs,

and CCJs we arrive at the following conclusions:

1. The median difference between the [Fe/H] distributions
of the HJ and CJ hosts is 0.09, and between the HJ and
WJ hosts it is 0.1. On the other hand, the median
difference between the WJ and CJ hosts is only −0.01.

2. The distributions of [Fe/H] among the CJ hosts show a
dichotomy, dependent on the eccentricity of the accom-
panying Jupiter. The median difference between the CEJ
and CCJ hosts is 0.12. The median difference of [Fe/H]
distributions between the HJ hosts and CCJ hosts is 0.15.
The median [Fe/H] values of the HJ and CEJ hosts are
very similar, with a difference of only 0.03.

3. Based on the median differences and shapes of the
distributions, the [Fe/H] distributions of the CCJ hosts
differ from those of the HJ hosts and CEJ hosts. On the
other hand, the [Fe/H] distributions of the HJ and CEJ
hosts are very similar. This hints at the possibility that
CEJ hosts and HJ hosts belong to the same underlying
population, and CCJ hosts are from a different
population.

Table 1
Statistical Properties of the Distribution of Host Star [Fe/H] for Different

Classes of Jupiters

Sample Median MAD Kurtosis Skewness

HJ 0.18 0.13 −0.51 0.08

WJ 0.08 0.18 3.14 −1.38

CJ 0.09 0.16 1.71 −1.15

CEJ 0.15 0.12 2.66 −1.37

CCJ 0.03 0.18 1.06 −0.92

Figure 4. Host-star [Fe/H] for high- and low-eccentricity planets among HJs,
WJs, and CJs. For each group, the low-eccentricity, or “circular,” subgroup is
shown on the left, and the eccentric subgroup is shown on the right. HJs are not
subdivided into two subgroups due to the lack of eccentric HJs in our sample.
We note that, only for CJs, the difference of the median host-star [Fe/H]
between the eccentric and circular subgroups is greater than 0.1 dex.
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The immediate questions that arise from these results are the
following:

1. How statistically significant are these results?
2. Are these results coming from the true nature of these

distributions, or are they due to a random sampling of
points from a different underlying distribution?

3. Do other properties of the host stars (e.g., age) of the
sample also follow the similarities and differences
between the HJ, CEJ, and CCJ populations?

4. What formation and evolution channels of Jupiter
formation do these results support?

5. Do these results suffer from selection effects and
observational biases?

We address these questions in the following sections: we
discuss questions 1 and 2 in Section 5, question 3 in Section 6,
and questions 4 and 5 in Section 7.

5. Statistical Analysis of the Results

In this section, several tests to compute the statistical
significance of these results are discussed.

First, we approach the problem using a Monte Carlo
analysis. We assume all Jupiter hosts belong to the same
underlying population, i.e., they have one common [Fe/H]

distribution for all Jupiter hosts, HJ, WJ, and CJ alike. Then we
randomly draw samples from this distribution, divide them into
separate groups, and label them as HJ, CJ, CEJ, or CCJ. We
keep the sample size of each group equal to the observed
sample size of that group. Then we compute the probability of
finding the difference of the medians of the two groups greater
or equal to the observed median differences. (See Section 5.1.)
If this probability is greater than 5%, we do not rule out the
possibility that our observed median difference is an outcome
of random draws of subsamples from a common metallicity
distribution of host stars. Otherwise, we rule out the possibility.
In Section 5.2, we will perform several nonparametric null

hypothesis tests between the observed [Fe/H] distributions of
HJ, CEJ, and CCJ hosts.

5.1. Monte Carlo Analysis

First, we assume the underlying distribution of host-star
[Fe/H] is uniform (see Figure 6(a)). We note that �95% of all
Jupiter hosts have [Fe/H] values between −0.4 and 0.5. We
assume all Jupiter hosts have an equal probability of having an
[Fe/H] value anywhere in this range. The median difference of
host-star [Fe/H] between the HJs and CJs from our observed
sample is 0.09 dex. We randomly draw two samples of the
exact sizes of HJs and CJs in observed samples from this

Figure 5. (a) [Fe/H] distributions of HJ, CEJ, and CCJ hosts. The black curved lines are the KDEs from the colored histograms. The median [Fe/H] distributions of
HJs and CEJs are similar, while the CCJ hosts have a lower median [Fe/H]. We also note that for HJ hosts, the [Fe/H] distribution has a longer tail toward high
[Fe/H], and CCJs have a long tail toward low metallicity. Also, the [Fe/H] distribution for the CCJs is much flatter. (b) Violin plots showing the [Fe/H] distributions
of HJ, CCJ, and CEJ hosts. CCJs and CEJs are denoted by green and red, respectively. (c) Cumulative distributions of [Fe/H] for HJs, CEJs, and CCJs. We can see
that the central part of the host-star [Fe/H] distributions of HJs and CEJs resemble each other.
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uniform distribution and compute the median difference
between the two samples. This exercise is repeated 10,000
times, so we obtain a distribution of median differences of two
subsamples drawn from the same underlying distribution. In
Figure 6(b) we show this distribution as the blue histogram.
The vertical black line in Figure 6(b) represents the observed
median difference of host-star [Fe/H] between HJs and CJs
(0.09 in this case). The area right of this vertical black line is
shaded yellow. The obtained median difference is greater than
the observed median difference in this region. We find that the
probability of occurrence of the median difference� the
observed difference by simply taking the ratio of the number
of occurrences where the obtained median difference is larger
than the observed median difference, and the total number of
draws (10,000). For the HJs and CJs, the probability is 10%
(see Figure 6(b)).

In the case of the CCJs and CEJs the sample size is 56 for
both. The observed median difference of host-star [Fe/H]
distributions between the HJs and CCJs is 0.15 and between the
CEJs and CCJs it is 0.13. Following the same procedure, we
compute the probability that a random draw from the
underlying uniform distribution produces this result or a larger
median difference. Between the HJs and CCJs, the probability

is only 3%, and between the CEJs and CCJs the probability
is 7%.
Therefore, if the [Fe/H] values of all Jupiter hosts belong to

the same uniform distribution, the probability of getting the
observed median differences or greater is (1) 10% for HJs and
CJs, (2) 3% for HJs and CCJs, and (3) 7% for CEJs and CCJs.
Therefore, we can only rule out the possibility of having a

common parent population of metallicities only for HJs and
CCJs, according to the threshold we have set.
However, the underlying distribution of [Fe/H] of the

Jupiter hosts is very unlikely to be uniform. As multiple works
suggest, Jupiter hosts are preferentially metal rich (e.g., Santos
et al. 2017; Mulders 2018; Narang et al. 2018; Zhu &
Dong 2021). Therefore, to represent a more realistic scenario,
we take the KDE of the [Fe/H] distribution of our observed
sample to be the underlying distribution for all Jupiter hosts.
Then we repeat the same exercises as above. In Figure 7 we
summarize our findings.
Figure 7(a) shows the KDE of the [Fe/H] of all Jupiter hosts

in our sample. We assume this to be the underlying distribution
for all Jupiters. First, we draw samples of the exact sizes as the
HJ and CJ samples. Figure 7(b) shows the resulting distribu-
tions of the median difference between the HJs and CJs. We
find that the probability of the median difference being greater

Figure 6.Monte Carlo Analysis 1: can random sampling from an underlying uniform distribution of host-star [Fe/H] produce the observed results? (a) A histogram of
the uniform sample. The blue histograms are the distributions of median differences for (b) HJs and CJs, (c) HJs and CCJs, and (d) CEJs and CCJs. The vertical black
solid lines in all these figures represent the observed median differences. The region right to this black solid line is colored yellow, where here the median
difference � the observed median difference. The probability of median difference � observed median difference is the area under the histogram in the yellow shaded
region divided by the total number of counts.
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than the observed is 2.72%. In the case of the HJs and CCJs
(see Figure 7(c)) this probability is only 0.31%. Finally,
between the CEJs and CCJs the probability is 1.58% (see
Figure 7(d)).

Therefore, if the [Fe/H] values of all Jupiter hosts belong to
the same distribution as approximated by the KDE of our
sample, the probability of getting the observed median
differences or greater is (1) 2.72% for the HJs and CJs, (2)
0.31% for the HJs and CCJs, and (3) 1.58% for the CEJs
and CCJs.

From the preceding analysis, we can safely conclude that:

1. If we assume a common, uniform [Fe/H] distribution of
the Jupiter-hosting stars, and the [Fe/H] distributions of
the HJs, CCJs, and CEJs are randomly drawn subsamples
from this common parent distribution, we find the
probability of getting the observed or a greater median
difference between them is <5% only for HJ and CCJ
hosts. Therefore we can rule out the possibility that HJ
and CCJ hosts have a common uniform parent [Fe/H]
distribution with >95% confidence.

2. If we assume the [Fe/H] distribution of the Jupiter host
stars follows the KDE of the [Fe/H] values in our sample
then we can rule out the possibility that HJs and CCJs

belong to the same parent population with 99.99%
confidence. We can do the same for HJ and CJ hosts with
97.28% confidence and CEJ and CCJ hosts with 98.42%
confidence. This hints strongly that CEJ and HJ hosts are
well-separated populations from CCJ hosts, in terms of
metallicity.

5.2. Statistical Tests

We have found in Section 4 that the Gaia DR3 metallicities
([Fe/H]) of the host stars of HJs and CEJs show similar
distributions, however, these distributions differ from the [Fe/
H] distribution of CCJ hosts. This indicates perhaps the HJ and
CEJ hosts belong to the same underlying population, whereas
the CCJ hosts come from a different population. Now we will
use various statistical tests to compare the central tendencies,
dispersions, and tails of these distributions, and determine the
statistical significance of these results.
Since we do not have any prior information about the true

metallicity distribution of these stars, to compare the samples
we use nonparametric, distribution-free tests (e.g., Corder &
Foreman 2009). All these tests check if the null hypothesis is
true, i.e., if the two populations underlying the two samples are

Figure 7.Monte Carlo Analysis 2: can random sampling from an underlying uniform distribution of host-star [Fe/H] produce the observed results? (a) The underlying
distribution is a KDE of the [Fe/H] distribution of Jupiter hosts in our sample. We draw random samples from this distribution repeatedly of the exact sizes of our
observed sample and compute the median difference. The blue histograms are the distributions of median differences for (b) HJs and CJs, (c) HJs and CCJs, and (d)
CEJs and CCJs. The vertical black solid lines in all these figures represent the observed median differences. The region right to this black solid line is colored yellow,
where where the median difference is greater than the observed median difference. The probability of the median difference � the observed median difference is the
area under the histogram in the yellow shaded region divided by the total number of counts.
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identical. The alternative hypothesis is that they are not
identical.

In these tests, the first step is to compute the test statistic,
which quantifies the difference between two or more data
groups (the data sets of [Fe/H] of HJ, CJ, CEJ, and CCJ hosts
in our case). Then, we compute the p-value, which represents
the probability of observing a test statistic as extreme as, or
more extreme than, the one computed from the data, assuming
that the null hypothesis is true (i.e., there is no real difference
between the data groups). A smaller p-value suggests stronger
evidence against the null hypothesis, indicating that the
observed data are unlikely to have occurred by random chance
alone.

To reject the null hypothesis, we set the confidence level to
95%, or the threshold p-value to 0.05. If the resultant p-value of
all the tests for two samples is �0.05 we reject the null
hypothesis with �95% confidence.

We do not know if the observed samples are the true
representatives of the underlying distributions. Therefore,
instead of comparing the observed data sets directly, we use
bootstrapped resampling, i.e., we repeatedly draw random
samples from the data sets with replacement. We compute the
statistical tests between the bootstrapped samples in each
iteration and finally get distributions of test statistics and p-
values. We obtain the median and MAD values of these
distributions, and these results are summarized in Table 2.

To compare the central tendencies and dispersion of two
distributions, we use the MW U test (e.g., Mann &
Whitney 1947) and the KW test (e.g., Kruskal & Wallis 1952).
For comparison of the cumulative distributions, we use the K-S
test (e.g., Smirnov 1948; Hodges 1958). A short description of
these tests can be found in the Appendix.

The comparison between host-star [Fe/H] distributions of
HJs, CJs, CCJs, and CEJs is compiled in Table 2. The null
hypothesis in each case is the two samples (Samples 1 and 2 in
Table 2) belong to the same parent population. If we look at the
MW U test and KW test results, the data set pair {HJ, CJ} has
p-value< 0.05. However, the obtained p-value for the K-S test
statistic between the pair {HJ, CJ} is 0.03± 0.03, so the upper
limit is marginally greater than our threshold of 0.05. This

implies the medians of HJs and CJs are well separated and the
difference is significant, but the difference between their
cumulative distributions is not significant.
For the data set pairs {HJ, CCJ} and {CEJ, CCJ}, we have p-

value< 0.05 in all cases. Therefore, for {HJ, CCJ} and {CEJ,
CCJ} we can safely reject the null hypothesis and conclude
they do not come from the same underlying population.
However, for the pair {HJ, CEJ} we have the smallest test

statistic for all the tests, and also a large p-value> 0.05
corresponding to the test statistic. Therefore we cannot reject
the null hypothesis in this case.
All of the above statistical test results strengthen our findings

of Section 4 and we can safely conclude the following:

1. Regarding the [Fe/H] distributions, host stars of HJs and
CCJs do not belong to the same parent population.
Similarly, the host stars of CEJs and CCJs belong to
different parent populations.

2. In terms of the [Fe/H] distributions, host stars of HJs and
CEJs likely belong to the same parent population. There
is no evidence in the data to suggest otherwise.

Therefore, our results so far, support the possibility that HJ
hosts and CEJ hosts have similar properties, and CEJs might be
the progenitors of HJs, both forming from disks with supersolar
metallicity. On the other hand, CCJs represent a separate class
and form in relatively lower-metallicity disks (Also see
Buchhave et al. 2018).

6. Stellar Age and Orbital Period Correlation

As the Universe evolves, the ISM gets enriched in metals.
Therefore stars that form at a later epoch, i.e., younger stars,
have a higher metallicity compared to older stars, on average.
This results in a positive correlation between stellar metallicity
and age over Galactic timescales (e.g., Carlberg et al. 1985;
Meusinger 1991; Nordström et al. 2004). On the other hand, as
metallicity increases in the molecular cloud, the efficiency in
giant planet formation also increases (e.g., Ida & Lin 2005;
Wyatt et al. 2007; Mordasini et al. 2012; Piso et al. 2015). It
has been adequately demonstrated in the literature that giant
planet host stars are more metal rich compared to field stars and
small-planet hosts (e.g., Gonzalez 1997; Santos et al.
2003, 2006; Fischer & Valenti 2005; Udry & Santos 2007;
Narang et al. 2018). One might also expect these stars to be
relatively young, from the metallicity–age correlation of the
stars, and some works in the literature suggest the same (e.g.,
Swastik et al. 2022; Swastik et al. 2024; M. Narang et al. 2024,
under review). Several independent works have found HJ hosts
to be younger on average than field stars (e.g., Hamer &
Schlaufman 2019; Mustill et al. 2022; Blaylock-Squibbs &
Parker 2023). However, the reason for the relative age
difference is debated, as it might be a consequence of the
age–metallicity correlation (e.g., Swastik et al. 2021, 2022;
Narang et al. 2023; M. Narang et al. 2024, under review), or the
destruction of the older population of HJs by their host stars
(e.g., Hamer & Schlaufman 2019), or a combination of both. In
this work, we are comparing the host stars of Jupiters only, but
these Jupiters are located at various orbital distances. In the
previous sections, we have discussed their differences in
metallicity. Now we ask, do these Jupiter hosts follow a similar
trend in terms of age?
However, it is nontrivial to measure the individual ages of

main-sequence stars, especially for solar or lower-mass stars

Table 2
Results of Two-sample, Two-sided Statistical Tests, Mann–Whitney Tests,

Kruskal–Wallis Tests, and Kolmogorov–Smirnov Tests

Test Sample 1 Sample 2 Statistic p-value

MW U HJ CJ 4063.5 ± 200.5 0.014 ± 0.013
Test HJ CCJ 2222.0 ± 111.0 0.001 ± 0.001

CEJ CCJ 1944.0 ± 112.5 0.025 ± 0.024
HJ CEJ 1846.5 ± 118.5 0.264 ± 0.217

KW HJ CJ 6.09 ± 3.12 0.014 ± 0.013
Test HJ CCJ 10.18 ± 3.92 0.001 ± 0.001

CEJ CCJ 4.79 ± 2.77 0.024 ± 0.023
HJ CEJ 1.253 ± 1.108 0.263 ± 0.215

K-S HJ CJ 0.22 ± 0.04 0.03 ± 0.03
Test HJ CCJ 0.32 ± 0.05 0.004 ± 0.004

CEJ CCJ 0.32 ± 0.05 0.006 ± 0.006
HJ CEJ 0.198 ± 0.03 0.175 ± 0.132

Note.We must have a p-value <0.05 to reject the null hypothesis. The standard
scipy packages have been used to obtain the test results. Mann–Whitney (MW)
U, Kruskal–Wallis (KW), and Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test results are
given in this table.
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(e.g., Soderblom 2010). Methods of obtaining the ages of
individual stars include isochrone fitting (e.g., Takeda et al.
2007; Soderblom 2010), asteroseismology measurements (e.g.,
Bazot et al. 2008), using an empirical relation from stellar
spindown (e.g., Barnes 2009). However, an isochrone-fitted
age has large uncertainties (e.g., Takeda et al. 2007). Ages
determined by modeling asteroseismology measurements have
much less uncertainty, but these observations are resource
intensive, and homogeneous asteroseismology measurements
for our sample are not available yet (e.g., Bazot et al. 2008).
Similarly, a homogeneous data set of stellar rotation periods is
also not available for the stars in our sample. Nevertheless, we
are not interested in the ages of individual stars, rather we want
to know how the groups of HJ, WJ, CEJ, and CCJ host stars
differ in terms of their average age. One of the ways to obtain
an ensemble age for a group of stars is to use the dispersion in
their Galactic space velocities as a proxy for age. This has been
well established and widely used in the literature (e.g.,
Wielen 1977; Carlberg et al. 1985; Meusinger 1991; Dehnen
& Binney 1998; Binney et al. 2000; Manoj & Bhatt 2005;
Aumer & Binney 2009; Schönrich et al. 2010; Sharma et al.
2014; Yu & Liu 2018). Using this method, M. Narang et al.
(2024, under review) have shown that the hosts of Jupiters are
metal rich and younger than field stars and small-planet hosts.
Similar findings, using different methods are reported in, e.g.,
Swastik et al. (2022, 2024) and Miyazaki & Masuda (2023).
We applied a similar analysis to our sample of stars hosting
HJs, WJs, and CJs in circular and eccentric orbits.

Gaia DR3 provides parallax (π), proper motion in R.A.
(pmRA, μα) and decl. (pmDE, μδ), and RV (γ) information for
all the stars in our sample. First, we calculate the space velocity
components ( )U V W, , from the observed RV and proper
motion:
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where k is a constant, k= 4.740470 km s−1 (e.g., Ujjwal et al.
2020; Narang 2022) and B is a 3× 3 matrix that transforms the
equatorial velocity vector to Cartesian system with the z-axis
pointing toward the Galactic north pole. Equation (4) gives us
heliocentric space velocities. Subtracting the solar velocity
gives (Ue, Ve, We)= (11.1, 12.24, 7.25) km s−1 (Schönrich
et al. 2010), giving us space velocities with respect to our local
standard of rest.

Now, for each of the ensembles of HJ, WJ, and CJ hosts we
compute the dispersion in Galactic velocity as the sum of the
dispersions in individual components:
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In this way, we get one value of the velocity dispersion for
each bin (HJs, WJs, CJs, CEJs, and CCJs). However, there are
two major sources of errors in this computed dispersion:

1. The errors in the measured values of proper motions
and RVs.

2. Sampling errors. Since our sample in each bin is only a
subset of a larger population, the velocity dispersion we
compute may not represent the true velocity dispersion of
the population.

For this reason, we compute a distribution of σtot with
bootstrap resampling. Suppose, in a bin, we have N number of
host stars. We select N host stars randomly out of them with
replacement, i.e., the same star can be selected twice.
Measurements of parallax, pmRA, pmDE, and RVs are
available for all these stars, and each measurement has an
associated error. We consider each measurement to be a
Gaussian with the mean (μ) as the reported value and the
standard deviation (σ) as the associated error, and we draw
random values out of these distributions. Using these values,
following Equations (4) and (5) we compute σtot. We repeat
this exercise 10,000 times to get a distribution of σtot. These
distributions can be seen in Figure 8 (left column) We report
the median and MAD values of these distributions below.
We find that the velocity dispersions of the host stars of

CCJs and CEJs are similar, 47.5± 2.3 km s−1 and 47.9± 2.6
km s−1, respectively. HJ hosts have a smaller velocity
dispersion (40.6± 1.9 km s−1). On the other hand, WJ hosts
have a velocity dispersion in between (45.1± 1.9 km s−1). The
smaller velocity dispersion indicates that HJ hosts are younger
compared to CJ and WJ hosts (see Figure 8).
This velocity dispersion can be used as an age estimator.

Following Narang (2022) we use the relation from Aumer &
Binney (2009) to find the average age (τ) of an ensemble of
stars from the total velocity dispersion as:

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

( ) ( )
( )

t t
s
n

t= + -
b

10 Gyr . 61
tot

10

1

1

From Aumer & Binney (2009), ν10= 57.157 km s−1,
β= 0.385, and τ1= 0.261 Gyr. Using Equation (6), we convert
the distribution of σtot to the corresponding age distributions
(see Figure 8). We report the median and MAD of those age
distributions below as MED±MAD.
CCJ and CEJ hosts have median ages of 6.07± 0.79 Gyr

and 6.25± 0.92 Gyr, respectively. HJs are slightly younger,
with 3.97± 0.51 Gyr, and WJs have an average age of
5.28± 0.6 Gyr. Therefore, despite having similar [Fe/H]
values on average, CEJ and HJ hosts have different average
ages. Our results are in good agreement with other works in
literature (e.g., Chen et al. 2023; Miyazaki & Masuda 2023;
Swastik et al. 2024).

7. Discussion

We chose a well-curated sample of main-sequence stars
hosting Jupiter-like planets in the solar neighborhood with
reliable measurements of metallicity ([Fe/H]) and kinematics
(proper motion, parallax, and RV) from Gaia DR3. Based on
the orbital distances from their host star, and orbital
eccentricities, we subdivided these Jupiters into four groups
(HJs, WJs, CEJs, and CCJs). We have compared the host-star
age and metallicities of these groups.
To summarize the results of the last sections, we find that, on

average, HJ hosts are metal rich ([Fe/H]= 0.18± 0.13) and
young (average age∼ 3.97± 0.51 Gyr). On the other hand,
CCJ hosts are relatively metal poor, around solar metallicity
([Fe/H]= 0.03± 0.18), and relatively older (average
age∼ 6.07± 0.79 Gyr). However, CEJ hosts, despite being
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metal rich on average ([Fe/H]= 0.15± 0.12) are relatively
older (average age∼ 6.25± 0.92 Gyr).

The outcomes of our statistical tests on the [Fe/H]
distributions of the host stars unveil that HJ hosts and CCJ
hosts do not belong to the same population. Similarly the [Fe/
H] distributions of the CEJ and CCJ hosts most likely do not
come from the same distribution. On the other hand, the CEJ
and HJ hosts likely come from the same population. However,
we see an age difference between the CEJ and HJ hosts, despite
their metallicities being similar.

7.1. Implications of the Results

As we have discussed in the Introduction, the correlation
between orbital properties and host-star metallicities of giant
planets has deep implications for the understanding of the
formation and evolution pathways of giant planets. Here we
discuss how our findings favor or disfavor each scenario.

7.1.1. In-situ Formation

The plausibility of forming HJs and WJs at their present
locations is one of the major open questions (e.g., Batygin et al.
2016; Lee & Chiang 2017; Dawson & Johnson 2018;
Poon 2021). In order to form a Jupiter, a massive core needs
to be formed before disk gas dissipates. However, the inner
disk itself has a small amount of dust mass, and to form Jupiter
the solid mass of the inner disk should be enhanced by 2 orders
of magnitude (e.g., Dawson & Johnson 2018). This enhance-
ment should also reflect in the metallicity of the host star. As a
result, if in-situ formation is at play, HJ hosts should be very
metal rich on average. However, if we go further from the host

star, massive core can grow within the disk dispersal time even
in disks with gradually less solid mass (e.g., Mordasini et al.
2012; Piso et al. 2015). Therefore, Jupiters located in further
orbits should have host stars with gradually decreasing
metallicity, on average. If in-situ formation was the dominant
mechanism for the formation of Jupiters, we should have seen a
gradual decrease of the median metallicity of Jupiter hosts with
orbital period (Maldonado et al. 2018). Although we see HJ
hosts to be metal rich, we do not notice any significant
difference in metallicity between the WJ and CJ hosts. In
addition, the in-situ formation scenario cannot account for the
similarities in metallicity between the CEJ and HJ hosts.

7.1.2. Disk Migration

In gas-disk migration, a massive planet perturbs the nearby
gas and sends it onto horseshoe orbits via corotation torques,
deflecting distant gas by Lindblad torques and exchanging
angular momentum in the process (Goldreich & Tremaine 1980;
Lin & Papaloizou 1986; Baruteau et al. 2014). As a result, a net
inward torque acts on the planet and the planet starts to migrate
inwards. However, this mechanism is independent of the
metallicity of the system (e.g., Dawson & Johnson 2018).
Therefore, if gas-disk migration were the dominant mechanism
to sculpt all the close-in HJs and WJs, we would not have seen
a metallicity and orbital period correlation. On the other hand,
gas-disk migration cannot excite the eccentricity of a planetary
orbit to a high value (e.g., Duffell & Chiang 2015). Therefore
WJs in eccentric orbits (See Figure 4) are hard to explain by
this mechanism.

Figure 8. Velocity dispersion (left column) and age distributions (right column) of the HJ, WJ, CEJ, and CCJ hosts. The distributions are obtained using the
bootstrapped resampling method described in the text. We find that HJ hosts are younger with the smallest velocity dispersion.
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7.1.3. High-eccentricity Tidal Migration

The most popular theory of forming HJs is by the tidal
migration of CEJs (e.g., Socrates et al. 2012; Petrovich 2015;
Hamers et al. 2017; Dawson & Johnson 2018; Teyssandier
et al. 2019). Above a threshold eccentricity, CEJs can
experience rapid tidal decay of their orbit. The first step is to
excite the giant planets to high eccentricity. This can be
attained if a giant planet interacts with a perturber. The
perturber can be another giant planet or an external flyby. If the
excitation is due to an external flyby, we do not expect any
dependence on host-star metallicity (e.g., Shara et al. 2016).
However, in metal-rich disks, giant planet formation is very
efficient, due to the larger amount of solid mass present (e.g.,
Ida & Lin 2005; Mordasini et al. 2012; Bitsch et al. 2015). If
multiple giants are formed in sufficiently close orbits, it may
lead to planet–planet scattering, and one of them can be excited
to very high eccentricity (e.g., Rasio & Ford 1996; Chatterjee
et al. 2008; Ford & Rasio 2008). Therefore, the metallicity
enhancement of the host stars of CEJs might be an indicator of
planet–planet scattering happening in such initially metal-rich
disks (e.g., Buchhave et al. 2018; Dawson & Johnson 2018).

If the eccentricity is very high, and the tidal migration
timescale is very short, the CEJs tidally circularize in a shorter
orbit and end up as HJs (e.g., Petrovich 2015). But if the
eccentricity is below a threshold value, and the tidal migration
timescale is comparable to the stellar lifetime, the CEJs remain
in their eccentric orbit with a large semimajor axis (e.g.,
Petrovich 2015).

This theory predicts that CEJs are the progenitors of close-in
HJs (e.g., Socrates et al. 2012; Petrovich 2015). Therefore we
would expect similar host-star properties between HJs and
CEJs, on average. We do find that the [Fe/H] distributions of
the HJ and CEJ hosts are similar, and the null hypothesis of
them being drawn from the same parent population could not
be rejected. Both of the host-star populations are also metal
rich, as we expect for planet–planet scattering to occur (e.g.,
Chatterjee et al. 2008; Bitsch et al. 2015).

On the other hand, we find that the average ages, derived
from the velocity dispersions of the HJ and CEJ hosts, are
different. HJ hosts are relatively younger than CEJ hosts. But if
CEJs indeed are the progenitors of HJs, the ages of their host
stars should be similar.

One possible explanation of our findings might be the
destruction of older HJs (e.g., Hamer & Schlaufman 2019;
Miyazaki & Masuda 2023). If a significant fraction of older HJs
are engulfed by their host star, the remaining HJ hosts would
appear younger on average. Even after orbital eccentricity is
sufficiently damped, the HJs can fall into the host star by tidal
interactions. The semimajor axis of a circularized Jupiter
shrinks because of the tides raised by the planet on the star
(e.g., Goldreich & Soter 1966; Jackson et al. 2008;
Barker 2020). The infall timescale (tin), for an HJ with orbital
period P, semimajor axis a, and mass Mp around a star of mass
M* is given by (e.g., Barker & Ogilvie 2009; Lai 2012; Hamer
& Schlaufman 2019):
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where ¢ =
* *Q Q k3 2 is the modified stellar tidal quality factor,

Q* is the ratio of the maximum energy stored in tides to the

energy dissipated in one orbital cycle, and k denotes the tidal
Love number.
The value of ¢

*
Q depends on the internal structure of the star,

tidal forcing frequency, and amplitude in general (e.g., Barker
& Ogilvie 2009; Barker 2020; Miyazaki & Masuda 2023).
There have been attempts to constrain the value of ¢*Q from
theory (e.g., Barker & Ogilvie 2009; Penev et al. 2018) and
observed data sets (e.g., Bonomo et al. 2017; Hamer &
Schlaufman 2019; Labadie-Bartz et al. 2019; Miyazaki &
Masuda 2023). Assuming CEJs are the true progenitors of HJs,
we try to estimate ¢

*
Q of Jupiter hosts in the following way.

We note from Figure 8 that median age of CEJ hosts is ∼6
Gyr, and the upper limit of the ages of the HJ hosts is ∼6 Gyr.
Therefore, the probability of finding an HJ host older than 6
Gyr is very small. If CEJs are the progenitors of HJs, and over a
timescale∼ 6 Gyr most of the HJs are engulfed by the star, this
scenario may occur.
If we equate the tidal inspiral timescale (tin) to 6 Gyr, we will

get an estimate of ¢
*

Q , depending on the stellar and planetary
parameters. However, we note that for a CEJ to become an HJ
and then to be engulfed by the star, two processes are involved:
(1) high-eccentricity tidal migration of CEJs to a shorter orbit
and (2) tidal inspiral of the HJ onto the star. Figure 8 indicates
that sum of the two timescales should be ∼6 Gyr. We are
assuming that tin is much larger compared to the high-
eccentricity tidal migration timescale. In other words, we are
placing an upper limit on ¢

*
Q .

If we assume that the HJs that have been engulfed by their
host star have similar planetary and host-star properties to the
observed HJs, estimation of ¢

*
Q is straight forward. We draw

1000 random points from the planetary masses, orbital periods,
stellar radii, and stellar masses and plug them into Equation (7)
to get a distribution of ¢

*
Q . The distribution of ¢

*
Q is shown in

Figure 9. We find median and 16th and 84th percentiles of:

( )¢ » *Qlog 6 1. 8

This range of values of ¢
*

Q is consistent with those existing in
the literature (e.g., Penev et al. 2018; Hamer & Schlaufman
2019; Miyazaki & Masuda 2023) and can lead to the destruc-
tion of a significant fraction of the older HJ population, leading
to the average young age, and an average age difference with
the CEJs.

Figure 9. Possible distribution of ¢
*

Qlog . Here we assume the inspiral timescale
is ∼6 Gyr and the HJs that have been destroyed had similar planetary and stellar
properties. The median and 16th and 84th percentiles are ¢ » 

*
Qlog 6 1.
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However, this value is only an order of magnitude estimate
of ¢
*

Q , and holds only in the premise of our assumptions. To
explain the stability of short-period HJs, Lai (2012) argues for a
larger value of –¢ ~

*
Q 10 108 9.

For consistency check, and to check for possible bias in the
sample, we also compared the effective temperature (Teff) of the
host stars of HJs, WJs, CEJs, and CCJs (Figure 10). It is
apparent from Figure 10 that in terms of Teff we do not see a
significant difference between the host stars of different groups.
We find that the HJ and WJ hosts are marginally hotter, with
δTeff< 200 K, and the CEJ and CCJ hosts have similar Teff on
average (Figure 10(b)). We note that the observed metallicity–
age distribution cannot be due to this marginal difference of Teff.

8. Summary

1. We started with a well-curated sample of 702 planet hosts
on the main sequence within 250 pc, with metallicity ([Fe/
H]) and kinematics homogeneously measured and reported
in Gaia DR3. We have used only the best-quality data
products from Gaia DR3 following Recio-Blanco et al.
(2023). We made consistency checks of Gaia DR3
metallicities with GALAH and LAMOST. For our analysis
we used only Jupiter hosts, defining Jupiter as a planet
with mass (MJ) between (100 M⊕<MJ< 1200 M⊕).

2. We subdivided the Jupiters into three groups based on
their orbital period, HJs, WJs, and CJs, and compared the
host-star properties, namely metallicity ([Fe/H]) and age,
of these three groups. We find that HJ hosts are the more
metal rich ([Fe/H]= 0.18± 0.13) while WJ and CJ hosts
have similar metallicities on average ([Fe/H]= 0.08±
0.18). Most of the HJs are in circular orbits, but we also
find that a significant fraction of WJs and CJs are in
eccentric orbits. We find no difference in host-star
metallicity between low- and high-eccentricity WJs.
However, for CJs, the eccentric population (CEJ) have
high host-star metallicities ([Fe/H]= 0.15± 0.12) on
average compared to the low-eccentricity population
(CCJ). CCJ hosts have [Fe/H] values close to solar ([Fe/
H]= 0.03± 0.18). This finding, from a larger and
homogeneous data set, agrees with previous work in the
literature by Buchhave et al. (2018).

3. To test the statistical significance of the observed results,
we have performed Monte Carlo analyses and several
nonparametric statistical tests, as described in Section 5.2.
Our findings suggest that the observed difference in host-
star metallicity between HJs and CCJs, and between CEJs
and CCJs, cannot be a consequence of random sampling
from an underlying parent population. Based on the [Fe/
H] distributions of the host stars, we can conclude that
HJs and CCJs, as well as CEJs and CCJs, do not come
from the same parent population. However, HJs and CEJs
likely come from the same underlying population, and the
null hypothesis cannot be ruled out. In other words, CEJs
might be the progenitors of HJs in very metal-rich
systems. Whereas, CCJs are born separately, in relatively
metal-poor environments.

4. We find that the host stars of HJs and CEJs have similar
[Fe/H] values on average, but their average ages are
different. The similarity in [Fe/H] distributions supports
the theory of high-eccentricity migration of CEJs as the
progenitors of HJs, triggered by planetary perturbation
(e.g., Bitsch et al. 2015; Buchhave et al. 2018). However,
the difference in average age indicates that older HJs
might be getting destroyed, hence the HJs appear younger
on average. If we assume CEJs are indeed the progenitors
of HJs and a fraction of HJs are getting destroyed because
of tidal interactions with their host star, we find the
average value stellar modified tidal quality factor ( ¢

*
Q ) to

be ¢ » 
*

Q 106 1. This range of values agrees with other
works in the literature (e.g., Penev et al. 2018; Hamer &
Schlaufman 2019; Miyazaki & Masuda 2023).
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Appendix
Nonparametric Statistical Tests

If the true nature of the original distribution is unknown, the
best way to compare two samples is to make use of
nonparametric statistical tests. In this work, we have used
several tests; here we describe them briefly. For details please
see Corder & Foreman (2009).

1. MW U test. This test compares between the central
tendencies of two distributions. In this test, the two samples
are merged and the combined sample is sorted in ascending
order and ranked (e.g., Mann & Whitney 1947; Corder &
Foreman 2009). The strategy is to see if the ranks are
randomly mixed or if the ranks of the two groups are
clustered at opposite ends. The test computes the individual
sums of the ranks of the two samples. The smaller of the
two sums is called the U-statistic. For large samples (at
least >8 for each group) the distribution of the U-statistic
can be approximated with a normal distribution. The test
then evaluates whether the observed U-statistic signifi-
cantly deviates from what would be expected under the
null hypothesis of no difference between the distributions.

2. KW test. The KW H test (e.g., Kruskal & Wallis 1952;
Corder & Foreman 2009) tests the null hypothesis that the
population medians of all the data groups are equal. It is a
nonparametric extension of the Analysis of Variance test.
This test is used to compare two or more samples. First,
all the samples are combined and ranked in ascending
order. For comparison between k groups, the KW
H-statistic is defined by:
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where Ri is the sum of the ranks from a particular group
and ni is the number of values from the corresponding
rank sum. If there are ties between the ranks, the statistic
is divided by the following correction (CH), and a new
statistic is calculated:
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If the sample size of the individual groups is large, the
KW statistic asymptotically approaches the chi-squared

distribution. In our case, all groups have large samples
(>50) for this assumption to hold. The p-value of the test
is then obtained by computing the survival function from
the chi-square distribution of H.

3. K-S test. In this test (e.g., Smirnov 1948; Hodges 1958;
Corder & Foreman 2009), two empirical distribution
functions (EDFs) are constructed from two data sets, and
the maximum vertical distance between the two functions
is computed. If we have two samples of size m and n from
CDFs F and G and wish to test the null hypothesis that
F(x)=G(x) for all x, the two-sample K-S statistic is
defined by:

∣ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )∣= -D F x G xmax ,m nKS

where ˆ ˆF G,m n are the two EDFs. The null hypothesis is
rejected at confidence level α if:

( )a> +D c ,n m

n mKS .

where ( ) ( )a a= -c 0.5 ln 2 in general.
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